Bricolage. Researching tomorrow’s topics
Call for Papers: 11th dgv-Doctoral Student Conference, 08 - 10 September 2016
“Bricolage. Researching tomorrow’s topics” – under this heading the 11th dgv-Doctoral Student
Conference addresses current PhD projects in cultural anthropology and similar disciplines. PhD
students and post-docs, as well as undergraduates planning a PhD project, are hereby invited to
present their research projects, give feedback and do networking.
Bricolage: to tinker Claude Lévi-Strauss uses this term in ‘The Savage Mind’ to describe a strategy
of recombination of elements to achieve one’s aim.
Likewise, rearrangements are required in the process of writing a PhD thesis. Between research
proposal, data collection and writing drafts there are often unforeseen circumstances which force
us to reconsider our original plans.
In this sense of ‘intellectual crafting’ we invite you in 2016 to Augsburg to give new perspectives
to our knowledge our ignorance and our challenges.
Overall, the event will become significant thanks to the active participation of all attendants. The
key part will be the discussion of the PhD projects, either as part of a panel presentation or as a
poster presentation. We are looking forward to contributions in all working stadiums – the only
restriction for panel presentations would be a time limit of 30 minutes, including discussion.
Apart from that you are free and welcome to choose unusual or experimental manners of presentation and discussion – according to the conference’s motto.
Your propositions for presentations and other contributions like poster presentations (max.
500 words, in English or German) as well as a short CV (max. 150 words) can be sent until
June 19th 2016 to call@doktagung.de
or use the online form at www.doktagung.de. If you want to participate without any form of
presentation, you are welcome to register until 31st July.
For any further questions or suggestions you can always contact the conventions’ organization
team via servus@doktagung.de.
We look forward to your propositions and contributions!
Your team Augsburg

NB: child care during the convention is possible – let us know early, if you require it.
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